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Pendrillon is the French word for one of those long, narrow, black curtains that 
hang on either side of the stage in a theatre. Their purpose is to screen the 
wings from the audience. The English word for them is “tormentors”.  The name 
of the exhibition plays on the thin border that separates reality from fiction.

As a preamble, the exhibition opens with a succession of pieces from the 
Rayonnement Fossile («Relic Radiation») series. The artworks behind this 
scientific terminology are polyptychs of nine photograms made from 
conglomerations of shattered fluorescent tubes. The effect of repetition, even 
though each of the pieces is unique, is an emphatic evocation of the symbolic, 
violent disappearance of a source of light.

Centre stage is Vincent Lemaire’s most recent work, the enigmatic, manifesto 
installation that gives the exhibition its title. Deliberately complex, his 
mathematical approach to space raises issues relating to ways of representing 
the world. Or rather, how to represent a world that is constantly contradicted 
by its simulacrum. There is a staircase motif, for example, that is repeated until it 
becomes a reference point. It is a fragment, taken from the background of Piero 
della Francesca’s painting, The Flagellation of Christ. Drawing on references 
from the Renaissance to the present day, Vincent Lemaire has freed himself 
from the logic of space and time, as well as from any attempt at justification. He 
has no qualms about combining fragments of Robert Ryman monochromes – 
a tribute to the latter’s treatment of matter as a physical element – with views 
of the Monkey Rock at the Vincennes Zoo. This instantly recognisable place 
(to Parisians), an artificial rock with an unusual history, is an allegory for the 
obsessive frontier between the real and the counterfeit.

Going deeper into the deciphering process, we realise that, in several places, 
Pendrillon depicts landscapes that simply do not exist. Real photographs of 
mountains from the artist’s personal archives are juxtaposed with ambiguous, 
disturbing perspectives. In fact, he has interspersed video-game screenshots 
among the photographs. 

Pendrillon demands no less a formal commitment than the preamble. The space 
is occupied by an assemblage of some twenty gelatin-silver prints (photographs 
and photograms) of varying sizes and subjects. The installation is spread over 
two large sections of wall, at an angle to each other; the avowed intention is to 
disrupt our most basic perceptual reflexes.

PENDRILLON

Audrey Hoareau
curator of the exhibition

Translation: Jeremy Harrison

It is a carefully arranged panorama that induces a shift and provides a 
transition from one dimension to another. The composition exploits several 
different levels of representation in a sort of controlled confusion that runs 
counter to the «control freak» era of contemporary society.

Thinking about art is one thing, but doing it is more important. Pendrillon is 
the result of experiments in the studio. Once the thinking phase is over, the 
creative process is crucial. Get it done! From volume to paper, from paper to 
volume, the installation is an alternation of constructed illusions and fragments 
of reality that come to life as the silver prints, which he develops himself, meld.  
Vincent Lemaire is used to taking the road less travelled. He challenges the 
established order by presenting, for his first exhibition, accomplished and 
original research into form, a synthesis that acts as an epilogue to past and 
present obsessions.

Vincent Lemaire is an artist, through and through. He trained at the Beaux-
Arts in Paris, in the studio of Christian Boltanski. Also close collaborator of 
Annette Messager, which is partly where he acquired his taste for creating 
individual mythologies. At the opposite end of the spectrum, where do these 
constant scientific references fit in? Every stage of Vincent Lemaire’s work 
has taken him closer to a personal quest towards understanding the world. 
He admits to a fascination with the theories of quantum physics and the 
comforting impression of solutions that it offers. As for cosmology, it merely 
reminds us of what a minor role we play in the world. The infinitely large, the 
infinitely small, and everything in between, lie within the compass of an oeuvre 
that thrives on the most glaring oppositions. Reality versus fiction, analogue 
film versus digital, masterpieces of painting versus the humble photograph. 
A real mountain discredits the cardboard mountain, which looks down at the 
mountain of pixels. Art should naturally be opposed to science but, in the end, 
Vincent Lemaire strives to use each for the benefit of the other.

excerpt from the presentation text of the exhibition
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Pendrillon, 23 photographs and photograms, prints on Ilford bright silver fiber paper, dimensions variable, 12 020 EH

AVAILABLE PHOTOS (for web and print)
For any request for image files, please contact : hlacharmoise@yahoo.fr
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